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Abstract—Signal localization is a spectrum sensing problem
that jointly detects the presence of a signal and estimates a
center frequency and bandwidth. This is a step beyond most spec-
trum sensing work which estimates ”present” or ”not present”
detections for either a single channel or fixed sized channels.
We define the signal localization task, present the metrics of
precision and recall, and establish baselines for traditional energy
detection on this task. We introduce a new dataset that is useful
for training neural networks to perform this task and show
a training framework to train signal detectors to achieve the
task and present precision and recall curves over SNR. This
neural network based approach shows an 8 dB improvement in
recall over the traditional energy detection approach with minor
improvements in precision.

Index Terms—Communications, Spectrum Sensing, Detection,
Neural Network, Machine Learning, Segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sensing the electromagnetic spectrum for the presence of
signals is a well studied topic with defense, regulatory/policy,
and industrial applications. The generic goal is to identify if
a given portion of the spectrum is occupied by a signal. The
exact application determines parameters of interest to estimate;
although nearly every application requires or benefits from the
signal bandwidth, center frequency, and modulation. Estimat-
ing the presence of a signal and these parameters is useful for
physical security by knowing when wireless devices enter a
physical area, policy by knowing how occupied spectrum is,
license enforcement by recognizing interfering devices, and
effectively using whitespaces without causing interference for
the primary user. The general problem of spectrum sensing for
these applications is actually a combination of two tasks:

1) signal detection
2) parameter estimation
This distinction is important because although there are

well established techniques for portions of these tasks with
their own metrics there is relatively little research treating
the problem of detecting wireless signal and identifying pa-
rameters such as frequency edges, start time, and duration
as a joint problem. This combined task considers the case
of a wideband receiver in which a signal can appear at any

frequency, bandwidth, and time. We will call this wideband
spectrum sensing because the sample bandwidth is much wider
than an individual signal bandwidth (such that multiple signals
may appear within the sample bandwidth).

The system model under consideration (shown in Equation
1) is that of a received sample stream r(t) that is the sum of N
signals, sn(t) that each pass through an independent channel
and additive white gaussian noise (AWGN), N0(t) generated
at the receiver.

r(t) =

N∑
n=1

Cn(sn(t)) + N0(t) (1)

A. Localizing Signals in Time and Frequency

This is distinct from most of the spectrum sensing work that
focuses on an individual channel to make a binary ”present”
or ”not present” decision such as [1]–[4] because a decision
must be made for a unique region within time-frequency space
as well as an accurate prediction of that time-frequency space.
Some works have relaxed that constraint to multiple channels
where the channels have defined widths and centers [5]. Fi-
nally, some work has been done with no assumption of channel
width and center frequencies, but simply to estimate spectrum
usage without concern for identifying accurate estimations
of decisions [6]. A comprehensive survey of many of these
techniques is given in [7]. This problem of identifying where
in time and frequency space a signal may appear without
restriction on channel placement and width will be called
signal localization.

The most similar work to signal localization is the local-
ization algorithm with double thresholding (LAD) [8]–[10]
which jointly detects signals with an estimate on their upper
and lower frequency bounds (equivalent to a center frequency
and bandwidth estimate). This was extended to also estimate
start and stop time boundaries to give LAD-2D in [11]. That
work presents experimental results using a QPSK signal in
AWGN. The results presented show the fraction of times the
algorithm detected the correct number of signals (1) over a
range of SNRs. The LAD algorithm has above 90% correct
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Fig. 1. A trade-space of spectrum sensing algorithms. Traditional algorithms
tend to be more complex to achieve higher accuracy. We show that a relatively
simple neural network-based approach can achieve high accuracy with low
complexity.

number of detections above -1.8 dB. The LAD with adjacent
cluster combining shows 84% correct number of detections at
-8 dB and 100% correct at -6 dB and higher. LAD-2D shows
90% correct at -8 dB and 100% correct at -7 dB and higher
SNR.

B. Approaches

Traditionally, this type of spectrum sensing is approached
with a radiometer or using cyclostationary approaches. Figure
1 shows a trade space of these approaches with our perception
of accuracy and complexity. Cyclostationary approaches such
as [12] are challenging to use when a wide variety of signals
may appear for an unknown time duration. We will compare
results using spectrum sensing with the channelized radiometer
and a neural-network based approach which can achieve far
greater accuracy.

II. METRICS

The binary spectrum sensing problem frequently uses mea-
sures of probability of false alarm (P (fa)) and probability of
correct detection (P (D)). Often these values will be shown
in a receiver operating characteristic curve that shows these
values changing with SNR. These are valid metrics when
the distribution of the output of a detector can be measured
(which allows knowing P (fa) and when the distribution of
the signal of interest can be approximated (which allows
knowing P (D). Figure 2 shows a histogram of a noise and
signal of interest distribution to visualize the importance of
knowing these distributions before P (fa) and P (D) can be
computed. For binary decision making of ”present” or ”not
present” within a define channel it is sufficient to assume
a gaussian or rayleigh approximation in signal power and
either use AWGN or model the detector output using an
appropriate random variable transformations using AWGN in.
However, in the signal localization task there is a decision on
present or not present being made jointly with a regression on
channel bandwidth and center frequency. This implies many

Fig. 2. Histogram showing two overlapping distributions summed together
and the quantities that make up P (fa) and P (D). The noise distribution of
a detector is at left and the distribution of the signal of interest is at right.
The P (fa) can only be known if the noise distribution on the detector output
can be approximated. The P (D) can only be known is the signal distribution
can be approximated.

joint decisions being made which overwhelms the feasibility
of approximating the regression outputs. Since the signal of
interest is unconstrained in center frequency and bandwidth
(except in this case that we are limited in bandwidth by the
sample bandwidth) knowing the P (D) is limited by estimating
the underlying probability of a given signal, such as 2 MHz
QPSK at a given center frequency. Since this is not a knowable
distribution, new metrics are required.

Rather than attempting an estimation of the underlying
probabilities, we propose the measurement based metrics of
precision and recall from the field of information retrieval.
These have been combined with the Jaccard index (also known
as the intersection over union or IoU) in the image domain’s
field of object localization [13]. IoU is a score between (0,1)
that effectively measures the percentage of overlap between a
predicted object and a true object in a dataset. It is common
to use a threshold on IoU to mark a given prediction from a
localizer as a true positive (TP) or a false positive (FP). For
example [13] uses 0.5 and [14] uses a range from 0.5 to 0.95
with 11 steps in between.

Given a dataset, the number of objects is the quantity
P . A localizer then has a recall of TP

P and a precision of
TP

TP+FP . In plain language, recall gives the probability of
predicting a signal to be present given that a signal is actually
present. Precision gives the probability of predicting a signal
to be present when there is no signal present. Both quantities
are necessary because a localizer that predicts many signals
can score a high recall but low precision. A localizer that
never predicts a signal is present would score low recall
but high precision. Precision is analogous to 1 − P (fa) and
recall is analogous to P (D); however, each quantity has a
distinct meaning that should not be conflated since one set of
quanitities (precision and recall) is measured on a dataset with
a hyperparameter (IoU) and another set of quantities (P (fa)
and P (D)) is computed using true probability distributions.

Later on, we will present the first precision and recall over
SNR curves for a radiometer and compare that to a neural
network based energy detector.



III. DATASET

In order to evaluate both the radiometer and neural network,
a new dataset must be created. This dataset will also be used
to train the neural network. The dataset is recorded using the
SigMF format (a detached JSON header with metadata and
binary files of complex int16 for data). The dataset consists
of 130 SigMF records. The metadata is generated first to
give 130 unique band layouts that consist of signal bursts
with randomly varying modulations, bandwidths, start times,
duration of bursts, and signal amplitudes.

The dataset consists of signals with the following modula-
tion schemes:

1) PSK2
2) PSK4
3) PSK8
4) QAM16
5) QAM64
6) QAM256
7) OFDM (always with 512 subcarriers)
8) FSK2
9) FSK4

10) GMSK (FSK2 with gaussian pulse shape)
11) OOK
12) AM-DSB
13) AM-SSB
14) FM

The digital modulations are created with random symbols
and in the case of single carrier systems (other than GMSK)
use a root-raised cosine pulse shape filter. The analog modu-
lations using a variety of music and talk soundtracks pulled
from youtube.com as the modulation source.

Each signal is resampled to match the bandwidth and time
duration specified in the SigMF band layout. All signals are
then summed to form a wideband capture with many signals
present to form complete SigMF records. The raw dataset has
no noise or other channel impairments other than adjacent
channel interference from sidelobes and filter artifacts. This
allows for the most control of SNR during training and testing
since the primary objective is to establish precision and recall
metrics for the signal localization task.

The dataset is partitioned in to test data and training data so
that for the neural network case there is no overfitting to the
test set. This dataset is available for non-commercial use at
https://quadrature.dev/wideband-signal-localization-dataset/.

IV. CHANNELIZED RADIOMETER

The radiometer is the most generic tool for detecting the
presence of signals and as we have seem from the work on
LADs it can be useful to localize signals in frequency. The
radiometer used in the following discussion is a channelized
radiometer operates in a block mode where the sampled band-
width is split in to c channels. Each channel is integrated for
N samples. A step of the radiometer computes ΣN

n=0|sc(n)|2
where sc are the samples of a single channel. Each step of
the radiometer advances sc by N samples so that there are no

samples in common between adjacent radiometer steps. There
are S steps per radiometer block. Signal localization from
channelized radiometer output will occur in a post processing
step that will be discussed in Section IV-B

A. Radiometer Design
The critical design choices of a channelized radiometer

include
1) a noise power spectral density estimate
2) a thresholding criteria for determining if a signal is

present in a given bin or not
3) integration length
4) channel width
The channel width and integration length are effectively

hyperparameters that are determined by the time and frequency
resolution of the the signal localizer. The thresholding criteria
and noise estimate are algorithm decisions that have a major
impact on the radiometer performance. In the case of a
radiometer for signal localization, the post-processing routine
is also a major design decision.

To determine the noise estimate, we fit a gaussian curve
with the variance as a free variable to a histogram of the
channelized radiometer output for bins that likely have noise
without a signal. This is accomplished by computing a large
number of channelized radiometer outputs and ordering the
statistics by magnitude. The lower x% are considered to be
noise. This results in a biased estimate; however, it is a
practical bootstrapping of the radiometer that generates a noise
estimate without precise calibration and allowing for signals
to be present while bootstrapping the radiometer. A similar
approach to estimating noise power spectral density using
ordered statistics is used in [8], [11].

The thresholding criteria is another important design de-
cision. As the work on LAD shows that using multiple
thresholds can catch rising and falling edges that are more
robust to noise splitting a single signal in to multiple detected
regions. For this study, we will use a single threshold based
on the estimated variance of the gaussian fit to give a constant
false alarm rate per time and frequency channel decision.

The following procedure is used to generate a noise variance
estimate and radiometer threshold

1) generate the histogram of the radiometer test statistic
according to the Rice rule (number of histogram bins is
R = 1

2n

1/3 for R radiometer bins and n data points)
[15]

2) set k to the argmax (index of the max value) of the
histogram

3) store the first 2 · k bins as noisehistogram
4) use a gradient descent optimizer to minimize the mean-

squared error between a scaled gaussian pulse (so that
the generated window has the same height as the his-
togram bins for the mode) with the standard deviation
being the degree of freedom for optimization

5) use the variance of the best fit gaussian pulse to develop
a threshold using a Constant False-Alarm Rate (CFAR)
method



Decisions will then be grouped together using a density
based clustering technique in post-processing to get localiza-
tion bounds.

B. Post Processing

The channelized radiometer output is a 2-dimensional (time
and frequency) grid of statistics and binary decisions on a
threshold. For the purpose of signal localization this needs
to be transformed in to a bounding box that can provide time
and frequency bounds. In other words, channelized radiometer
decisions must be clustered in to signal decisions. Since the
number of signal is not known the clustering algorithm must
be capable of determining that.

Density Based Spatial Clustering with Applications to
Noise (or DBSCAN) [16] is a popular algorithm that can
simultaneously determine the number of clusters and cluster
outputs; however, it has a critical flaw for this application
because there is no constraint on the shape of clustering. For
example, if a single bin connects two larger clusters, then
DBSCAN will consider both masses to be a single cluster.
This causes problems with signals that are close in time or
frequency (by a small number of channel or time bins) as
well as signals with deep frequency-selective fades. To keep
post-processing simple, the time and frequency bounds will
be assumed to be the extreme edges of a cluster, which
generally means that the signal clusters should be rectangular
since most communication signals are rectangular in time-
frequency space. To address this, we modified DBSCAN to
specifically cluster spectral regions which we call Density-
based spectrogram clustering.

Density-based spectrogram clustering is initialized in the
same way as DBSCAN: core points are identified by spectro-
gram bins (or channelized radiometer bins) that pass a magni-
tude threshold test with a sufficient number of neighboring
bins (in L1 or L2). For each core point, a cluster begins
by alternately expanding in each direction (forward in time,
lower in frequency, backward in time, upper in frequency,
etc). For each expansion, if the number of new bins that pass
the radiometer decision threshold in the new region is above
some threshold (for example, 50%), then the expansion is kept.
Otherwise, the expansion is rejected. The expansion continues
until no direction can be expanded. If a core point becomes
part of another core point’s cluster then it is removed from the
set of core points that need expansion. The algorithm continues
for each core point until every core point belongs to a cluster
that cannot be expanded.

The time bounds for each signal are the extreme bounds in
the time-dimension of the cluster that forms this signal. The
upper and lower frequencies are the extremes of the cluster in
the frequency-dimension.

C. Results

The channelized radiometer with density-based spectrogram
clustering forms a simple signal localizer. This is evaluated on
the a QPSK test signal with the following parameters for the
radiometer:

Radiometer Parameter Value
Number of channels 256
Integration length 2
False Alarm Rate 0.05

Fig. 3. Precision and recall for a radiometer and spectral clustering to form
signal localization boundaries.

The test is presented to the radiometer 20000 times per SNR
step with uniquely drawn AWGN. An IOU threshold of 0.5
determines whether a predicted signal is a true positive (TP)
or a false positive (FP). Since the same signal is shown 20000
times per SNR step the value P for each SNR level is 20000.

Figure 3 shows the precision and recall over the SNR range
-15 dB to 15 dB. The SNR is calculated as the total signal
power over the total noise power (rather than the signal power
spectral density and the in-band noise power spectral density).
This is done to compare results to those presented in LAD-2D.

The recall shows a large jump from 0 to nearly 100% around
8-9 dB SNR. The Precision shows a similar jump above 0
around 7 dB before dropping at moderate SNR and rising
again as SNR increases. This is due to a large number of
radiometer bins that pass the threshold and never join another
cluster because they are in the roll-off region of the signal of
interest. Further discussion of this phenomenon is in Section
VI

V. SPECTRAL SEGMENTATION

The entire process of the channelized radiometer can be
transformed in to a well-known machine learning task used
in image and video processing called segmentation. Semantic
segmentation is a popular form of segmentation that classifies
each pixel in an image. This is directly analogous to the
radiometer task of detecting whether a time/frequency bin
contains a signal or no signal. In image processing the input
image is classified per pixel on the output with the same
resolution as the input image.

Since we will apply a similar concept to spectral analysis
where the input is time-domain samples the task will be called



spectral segmentation. In order to train a deep neural network
for spectral segmentation, the following choices must be made

• loss function
• network architecture
• frequency resolution
• time resolution

The loss function for a balanced segmentation dataset for
signal detection can be a simple binary cross-entropy to decide
if a given cell in the time-frequency grid contains a signal or
no signal.

U-net [17] is a popular choice for segmentation tasks due
to its ability to gather features at multiple scales with minimal
distortion in the upsampling process (as compared to SegNet)
which has set performance benchmarks on challenging medi-
cal imagery tasks such as [18].

For the results in this paper a frequency resolution of 512
bins (on the synthetic dataset). Since no overlap is taken
between rows, there will be a 512-sample time resolution.

A. Neural Network Design

Since the input to spectral segmentation is actually time-
domain complex baseband samples, u-net requires some trans-
formation from the 1-d representation to a 2-d representation
with the same dimensions as the desired time/frequency grid
on the output of the spectral segmentation task. Many transfor-
mations are possible; however, for the purpose of establishing
a baseline on the task we will use a normalized log-magnitude
spectrogram. For a frequency resolution of 512 bins the input
samples are taken in chunks of 512 samples with no overlap,
and an absolute value of the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) gives a spectrogram. The log of this spectrogram is
then normalized by removing the mean and normalizing the
magnitude by the standard deviation of the spectrogram.

1) Training: The previously described dataset consists of
260 training files. Each file contains 100 million samples
with a random and unique band layout forming 12425 unique
signals across those files. Training uses the Adam optimizer
[19] with a learning rate of 3e-4. Each epoch consists of
25 training steps followed by 25 validation steps with the
average loss across each of the training and validation steps
(respectively) recorded.

Training data has AWGN added with a random standard
deviation uniformly distributed between 1e-9 to 1e-4. This
gives an SNR range of 30 dB to -10 dB for this dataset. The
validation data is randomly drawn from the training set, but
with AWGN added using a constant standard deviation of 1e-
5.

The network is trained for 200 epochs with the log value of
the training and loss curves shown in Figured 4. The notable
feature of this curve is that the training loss does not appear
to change after the 50th epoch; however, the lower SNR range
of the validation loss continues to improve indicating that
learning the higher SNR cases is much easier for the network
and further training improves the lower SNR response.

Fig. 4. Training loss for the neural network spectral segmentation training.

Fig. 5. Precision and recall for a neural network performing spectral
segmentation followed by connected components to form signal localization
boundaries.

B. Post Processing

The forward pass of the trained spectral segmentation net-
work results in semantically similar output of the channelized
radiometer. However, as will be shown in the following section
on results the post-processing algorithm can be relaxed due
to improved detection and threshold accomplished inside the
neural network. Instead of the more complex density-based
spectrogram clustering, the spectral segmentation network can
be processed using a standard connected components labeling
algorithm which has many well optimized variations. Con-
nected components labels each connected region as a unique
cluster. The extreme bounds of each cluster are assumed to be
the time and frequency bounds of the detected signal.

C. Results

Figure 5 shows the precision and recall for the spectral seg-
mentation u-net with connected components post-processing
over a range of SNRs with AWGN. For each SNR step
the same test file with 100 million samples of QPSK with
5x oversampling is used with uniquely drawn AWGN is
looped over 20 times for a total of 30517 unique test vectors.
The recall shows at 8 dB improvement over the channelized
radiometer with a single threshold and more complex post-
processing with no change in precision.



The precision over SNR follows a similar pattern to the
channelized radiometer from Figure 3. The initial peak is
higher than the radiometer and the valley is not as low.
Eventually the precision approaches 1.0 as SNR increases. The
following section contains a discussion on this phenomenon
and how to deal with it.

VI. DISCUSSION

The precision and recall curves scored on true test data
in AWGN show that a neural network trained for spectral
segmentation makes a superior signal detector with simple
connected components labeling post-processing than a chan-
nelized radiometer with careful hyperparameter selection and
more complex density-based clustering. Both detectors exhibit
a sharp rise in recall at some SNR where signals become
detectable and stay near 100% above that SNR. For the neural
network this point appears 8 dB before it does on the same
test data for the channelized radiometer. The results from the
radiometer match well with what would be expected for a
recall score from similar work in [11]. The LAD-2d algorithm
from [11] was not tested at very low SNRs, so it is unclear if
they would exhibit a similar sharp rise in detection; however,
since LAD-2d exhibits an increase from 90% to 100% between
-7 and -8 dB the performance would be on par with the
presented channelized radiometer.

An interesting phenomenon for both detectors is an ini-
tial increase in precision followed by a valley at moderate
SNRs before eventually climbing. This is valley is caused by
very small signal regions being detected as signals that are
disjoint from the primary signal detection. Figure 6 shows
an quad-chart example from the neural network that shows
this happening. The example shows at -14 dB SNR signal
that is detected by the network with a single component that
overlaps well with the true signal region. However, there are
5 different regions within this example of 1-2 bins (that are
within the true signal boundary) that do not get connected to
the larger detected mass. This example would have a precision
of 1/6. A similar example with moderate SNR is shown for
the radiometer in Figured 7. This example only shows the
radiometer detection mask overlaid with a transparent mask
of the true signal region. In this case, the primary signal
region detects a signal with 4 very small regions detecting
a signal, but disjoint from the primary signal detection. Low
SNR examples exhibit an initial increase due to the primary
signal region being detected at all. Moderate SNRs show an
increase in these single bin detections within the roll-off region
of a signal.

This decrease in precision is effectively a sharp rise in false
detections at moderate SNRs. These can be dealt with in a
number of ways. The radiometer has greater flexibility to use
more complex thresholding parameters such as those presented
in [11] to reduce these single-bin detections. Both methods
would benefit from filtering abnormally small (such as 1-bin)
detections which introduces another heuristic with knowledge
of the expected signals. A final approach would be the gather
all detections that are entirely contained within another region

Fig. 6. A quad-chart showing a spectrogram of the test example at top left,
the network raw output at top right, thresholded at bottom left, and the true
(expected) output at bottom right. This example is -14 dB of SNR and the
signal is only visible with long averaging. The network is able to detect most
of the signal region as having a signal present with several disjoint detections
that causes a low precision score.

Fig. 7. A 0 dB SNR example from the channelized radiometer. The regions
that pass the radiometer threshold at shown in yellow overload with the true
region in a transparent orange. The regions that are detected as signal, but
disjoint from the primary signal detection are circled. These regions cause a
low precision score for this example.

as a single signal. This would dramatically improve precision
scores over the entire range of SNR values and especially on
the fringe edges of true signal regions such as those in the
moderate SNR regions.

The downside to this approach to signal detection remains
detecting instances of signals that occur very close in time
and frequency. The training and test set have not tested
performance in fading channels; however, it is expected and
known that a radiometer will perform very poorly in fading
environments.

VII. CONCLUSION

The signal localization problem for wideband spectrum
sensing requires detecting potentially multiple signals within
the sample bandwidth at arbitrary center frequencies, offsets,
and time bounds. Algorithms that solve this problem can
be compared well using precision and recall with an IoU
threshold as the figures of merit. A channelized radiometer
is developed with a new density-based clustering as a post-



processor to solve this problem with precision and recall
presented. This compares favorably with the only known
existing work on blind signal localization using similar test
data and procedure. A novel neural network training regime is
introduced applying segmentation as a signal localizer with
connected components as the post-processing to transform
network output in to signal localization predictions. This im-
proves the channelized radiometer recall by 8 dB with similar
precision. The poor precision results in both approaches are
explained with examples and a path to approach the problem
in future work.
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